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Investigating Proportional 
Relationships from Two Perspectives 

•  Multiplicative Conceptual Field (Vergnaud):  
o  situations that can be analyzed in terms of proportions 
o mathematical concepts tied to those situations––

multiplication, division, fractions, ratios, linear functions, 
and more  

•  Content courses for U.S. pre-service middle grades 
and secondary mathematics teachers 
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Teachers’ Difficulties with the MCF 
•  Division with fractions (e.g., Ball, Borko, Ma, 

Sowder) 
•  Multiplication with decimals (e.g., Graeber, Harel, 

Tirosh) 
•  Multiplication with fractions (e.g., Behr, Izsák) 
•  Proportional relationships (e.g., Cramer, Harel, 

Orrill, Simon, Thompson) 



Perspectives on the MCF 
•  Diversity or unification?  

o  Interpretations of fractions (e.g., Kieren, RNP) 
o Classification of situations (e.g., Greer) 
o Consistent application of multiplier/multiplicand (e.g., 

Boulet) 

•  What is characteristic of the MCF?  
o  Splitting (Confrey) 
o Units coordination (Steffe) 
o  Indirect measurement (Davydov) 
o Coordination of smaller into larger units (Boulet) 



Meaning of Multiplication 

•  Scaffold for integrating various topics into a coherent 
view of the MCF 

•  Honoring both diversity and unification 
•  Connecting arithmetic to algebra 
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Measurement Division 

•  Measurement division is multiplication with an 
unknown number of groups 
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Partitive Division 

•  Partitive division is multiplication with an unknown 
number of units in 1 group 
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Inversely Proportional Relationships 

•  Inversely proportional relationships have a fixed 
product amount 
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Proportional Relationships:  
Multiple Batches 

•  Multiple batches based on fixed number of units in 
1 group 

•  Composed unit reasoning 
•  Analogous to measurement division 
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Proportional Relationships:  
Variable Parts 

•  Variable parts based on fixed number of groups 
•  Largely overlooked in research literature 
•  Analogous to partitive division 
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Number Based in Measurement 
•  Number as value resulting from measurement 

o How many of the unit amount make the new amount 
exactly?  

•  Fractions (Common Core State Standards):  
o  1/b is the quantity formed by one part when a unit 

amount (or whole) is partitioned into b equal-sized pieces 
o  a/b is the quantity formed by a parts, each of size 1/b of 

the unit amount  



Variable Parts and Equations 
•  Jewlery gold is made by mixing pure gold with copper in 

the ratio 7 to 5.  How much pure gold will you need to mix 
with 23 grams of copper to make jewlery gold?  



Variable Parts and Equations 
•  Jewlery gold is made by mixing pure gold with copper in 

the ratio 7 to 5.  How much pure gold will you need to mix 
with 23 grams of copper to make jewlery gold?  



Variable Parts and Equations 
•  Jewlery gold is made by mixing pure gold with copper in 

the ratio 7 to 5.  Explain therelationship between G ounces 
and C ounces.  



The Study	
•  Three research questions 

o How does reasoning about multiplication, division, and 
fractions support reasoning about ratio and proportional 
relationships? 

o How does reasoning about number lines and strip (tape) 
diagrams support reasoning about ratios and proportional 
relationships? 

o How can reasoning with the two perspectives on ratios and 
proportional relationships to support reasoning about linear 
relationships in two variables?   



The Study 
•  Pre-service middle grades teachers  

o Grades 4 – 8 or ages 9 – 13 
o One calculus course 
o Mathematics for teachers: Number and Operations 

followed by Algebra 

•  Pre-service secondary grades teachers  
o Grades 6 – 12 or ages 11 – 17 
o Most of an undergraduate mathematics degree 
o Mathematics for teachers: One course on multiplication 



The Study 
•  Whole-class data 

o Videotaped instruction 
o Written artifacts (e.g., homework, quizzes, tests) 

•  Interview data 
o  6 pre-service teachers from each cohort 
o  Selected based on pretest 
o  6 interviews with each pre-service teacher 



Results: Self Regulation	
•  Learning to use an explicit quantitative meaning for 

multiplication to organize and regulate one’s thinking 
about the multiplier and multiplicand is non-trivial 
for pre-service teachers  
o  Some teachers make spontaneous, explicit use of the class 

meaning during interviews to employ similar coordination 
of multiplier and multiplicand across situations 

o Others need explicit prompting 



Results: Knowledge Resources	
•  Moment-to-moment reasoning characterized by 

activation and use of multiple knowledge resources: 
o Meanings for arithmetic operations and fractions 
o Operations on quantities 
o Use of inscriptions for modeling situations 

o  Language 

•  Moment-to-moment reasoning shaped by the extent 
to which activated resources are coordinated 



Results: Emerging Competence 
•  Adding an explicit meaning of multiplication and the 

Common Core definition of fractions to the mix of 
knowledge resources 

•  Support refinement and reorganization 
o Making distinctions:  
•  Multiplication versus division 
•  Measurement versus partitive division 



Results: Integration 
•  Emerging integration of the expressions 1/7 • G, 

G ÷ 7, and G/7 
o  1/7 of G ounces 
o  1/7 number of groups of G ounces 
o G ounces partitioned into 7 equal-sized pieces 
o G copies of 1/7 ounce 



Results: Variable Parts and Equations 
G partitioned in 7 parts;  
C partitioned in 5 parts 

G/7 = C/5 



Results: Operations on Quantities 
•  Operating with unit fractions:   

o  The strip below is 5 times as along as another strip, please 
draw the other strip. 
•  “So there are five parts, or pieces, each of size 1/5 

because if you took one of these 1/5 pieces and made 
five of them, that would be the length of the whole 
strip.“ 

 
o How many of the long strip fit into the short strip?  
•  Interpretation consistent with 1/5 as multiplier 



Results: Inscriptions for Modeling 
•  Maintaining the order of multiplier and multiplicand 

when modeling 
o  Left-to-right order 
o  “The jar contains 8 times as many lemon drops as a small 

jar. Please draw the small jar.” 



Results: Inscriptions for Modeling 
•  Maintaining the order of multiplier and multiplicand 

when modeling 
o  Left-to-right order 
o  Please make a drawing to show the equation 1/8 • X = 4 

4	

X units in 1 group 



Results: Inscriptions for Modeling 
•  Maintaining the order of multiplier and multiplicand 

o  Left-to-right order 
o  Please make a drawing to show the equation 1/8 • X = 4 



Results: Language 
•  Interpreting language 

o  “number” associated with whole numbers, needs explicit 
extension to fractions 
o  a/b is the quantity formed by a parts, each of size 1/b 

of the unit amount  

o  “in”  
•  Included, contained, inside of 
•  In terms of 



Meaning of Multiplication 
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Results: Language  
•  One serving of oatmeal is 1/3 of a cup. For one 

meal, Chelsea ate 2/5 of a serving.  



Conclusion 
•  Emerging competence connecting multiplication, unit 

fractions, and equations involves tuning multiple 
resources  

•  Emerging unification of topics in the MCF may have 
similar characteristics 

•  Pre-service teachers in both programs need a 
semester (or more!) to develop capacities to reason 
with a quantitative meaning for multiplication across 
problem situations.  



Revised Meaning of Multiplication 
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Thank you 

•  http://temrrg.wix.com/temrrg 



Teachers’  Difficulties  with  the  MCF	
•  Proportional relationships: 

o Distinguishing missing-value problems that do and 
do not describe proportional relationships (e.g., 
Cramer, Fisher) 

o Coordinating co-varying relationships (e.g., Orrill) 
o Making additive comparisons (e.g., Canada) 
o Conceiving of ratio-as-measure (e.g., Simon, 

Thompson) 
o Reliant on cross-multiplication and other 

computation methods (e.g., Harel, Orrill)  



Variable Parts and Equations 

1/7 • G = 1/5 • C 



Results 
•  How do you interpret the meaning of 1/6 • X? 

o  Interpreting a strip as 1 group and as X ounces 
•  May interpret “X ounces” as a noun in some instances, 

even when they can also explain substituting values for 
X 

 

 
 

X 



Results 
•  Maintaining the order of multiplier and multiplicand 

when modeling 
o  Explain the meaning of 1/6 • X. 

o  “a/b is the quantity formed by a parts, each of size 1/b of the 
unit amount” 

 

 

 
 



Results 
•  Maintaining the order of multiplier and multiplicand 

when modeling 
o  Left-to-right order 


